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The Messenger
TERM 1 WEEK 3 TUESDAY 11 FEBRUARY, 2020

Photo: Year 9 - Outdoor Ed.
Students preparing to leave for Anglesea, for the first of seven camps for Term 1

The plant seeds quicken
In the ground of the earth,
The sun draws them up
From darkness
To light:
So quickens the Good
In human hearts,
The soul draws out
From spirit grounds –
The strength of the Self.
Rudolf Steiner

To friends and families,
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Our students of all levels seem to have settled seamlessly into the rhythm and routines of the 2020 school year. All students appear to
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be happy and engaged in both work and play. One of the most positive aspects of the Class Teacher period is that there is no new
beginning to the school year, perhaps a change of classroom, but a continuation of the year before. Less time is spent on getting to
know the students and more on bringing the curriculum for this particular stage of development. A couple of Class Teachers with young
children have opted for flexible working arrangements to allow a sharing of parenting duties. We have endeavoured to maintain the
integrity, and to minimise disruption, of the Class Teacher period by making sure that the Co-Class teachers are specialists who are
already familiar with the Class or will be working with them in years to come.
In the last week of the school holidays, all teachers attended three days of workshops with Godi Keller. Godi is from Norway and has
much experience in Waldorf Schools in Europe as a teacher, mentor and consultant. Godi spoke to our teachers about the main points
of difference in Steiner Education. The first major difference is the child is the curriculum. The Steiner Curriculum is designed to meet
the stage of development of the child and to meet the needs of the particular age group. There is more to be learned and appreciated
in every subject by going deep rather wide – hence the importance of the Main Lesson structure. An artistic approach to every subject
allows the students to connect emotionally to the topic – Doing first, Connecting emotionally and then comes the Understanding.
Steiner Schools must be a place where answers lead to new questions.
Godi also stated that academic success is not all what education is about, but rather building on life competencies: self-esteem, trust,
joy of life, curiosity, openness, will and social ability.
He also spoke of the type of person a teacher should be: one who shows interest, has initiative, does not compromise with the truth
and never becomes sour or dry.
Godi had many insights of the benefits of Steiner (Waldorf) pedagogy and we are hoping he returns to share his knowledge with the
parent body later in the year.
Thank you to all the parents who have attended the Parent Information nights held by the Class teachers. They are an important way
to find out about the stage of development of your child and how the curriculum meets their needs, about things happening in the class
and to build a relationship with the teacher and the class community.
Fran Cummins
Principal

Term 1: Tuesday 28 January – Friday 27 March 2020
Class 2 Parent Information evening

Monday 10 February 7pm

Class 3 Parent Information evening

Tuesday 11 February 7pm

Year 9 Torquay Camp

Wednesday 12 – Friday 14 February

Class 3-6 District Swim Trials

Wednesday 12 February

Rosa Mundi Parent Information Night

Wednesday 12 February, 7pm

Rosa Mundi Bindaree visit

Thursday 13 February, 10.30am

School Swim Program - Prep - Year 8

Friday 14 February

Class 5 Sovereign Hill Camp

Monday 17 – Wednesday 19 February

Class 6 Parent Information Night

Monday 17 February, 7pm

Morning Star Parent Information Night “Echidnas”

Tuesday 18 February, 6.30pm

Morning Star Parent Information Night “Honeybees”

Wednesday 19 February, 6.30pm

Year 7&8 Much Ado About Nothing Incursion

Thursday 20 February, 11.30am-1.00pm

Year 9 Lifesaving Mansfield Swimming Pool

Thursday 20 - Friday 21 February

Classes 2-6 AFL Clinic Main Oval

Friday 21 February, 10.30am-12pm

School Swim Carnival

Friday 21 February, 12 – 3pm

RFD Dental Clinic at School

Monday 24 - Tuesday 25 February

Ron Murray Indigenous Culture Incursion

Monday 24 February

Secondary Parent Information Night Years 7-11

Tuesday 25 February, 7pm

Year 9 Torquay Camp

Wednesday 26 – Saturday 29 February

State Interschool Mountain Bike Event-Falls Creek

Friday 28 February

Rosa Mundi Bindaree visit
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Year 9 Howqua Camp

Thursday 5 March 10.30
Thursday 5 - Friday 6 March

Labour Day Public Holiday – Student Free

Monday 9 March

Year 7 Immunisations 1st round MSC

Wednesday 11 March

Year 9 Bluff Spur Camp

Thursday 12 - Friday 13 March

Translate

Year 9 Buller Stirling Camp

Wednesday 18 - Friday 20 March

Aust Mountain Bike Interschools – Thredbo

Thursday 19 - Sunday 22 March

Year 9 Cross Cut Hike

Tuesday 24 – Thursday 26 March

Class 3 Play

Wednesday 25 March, 12pm & 7pm

Rosa Bindaree Visit

Thursday 26 March

End of Term 1

Friday 27 March Early Departure 2.30pm

RSS

Stay up-to-date with all our events and date changes by subscribing to the 2020 MRSSK Calendar...
Follow the link and click the "Subscribe" button in the bottom right hand corner of the calendar.)

SUBSCRIBE HERE

SCHOOL SWIMMING
PROGRAM (Prep - Year 8)
Thanks to all the parents who have volunteered their time
to help out with our Friday Swimming Program.
Swimming continues this Friday February 14, ahead of
the following Friday's School Swimming Carnival
on February 21.
Carnival teams will be sent out shortly so you will have
plenty of time to organise your child(ren)'s coloured
clothing for the day.
Students swim in one-piece bathing suits (or bikini and
rash vest), boys in boardies. After swimming students are
to return to their team and remember to take a water bottle and be sun smart! Please note caps may but don’t
have to be worn, goggles highly recommended!
We welcome families to cheer our students on from 12pm at Mansfield Swimming Pool.

FROM GARDEN TO PLATE
SCHOOL COOKING PROGRAM
This week the students have been busy weeding,
harvesting and cooking as part of the garden to plate
cooking program. Baked vegetable frittata, pizzas,
rhubarb and apple crumble, and fruit salad has all been
on the menu over the last two weeks, prepared with fresh
produce from the school garden. If you would like to try
any of the same recipes at home, please drop by the
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office for the recipes.
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Monday - Cooking with Class 5
Tuesday - Cooking with Class 6
Wednesday - Cooking with Class 2
Thursday - Cooking with Class 3
Friday - Cooking with Class 4

PARENT INFORMATION NIGHTS
The class teachers welcome the opportunity to discuss
the year ahead with parents. Parent Information Nights
are also a great opportunity for you to connect with the
class teacher and discuss your child/ren's stage of
development. We appreciate parents taking the time to
attend.
Class 3 - Tuesday 11 Feb, 7pm
Rosa Mundi - Wednesday 12 Feb, 7pm
Class 6 - Monday 17 Feb, 7pm
Morning Star Echidnas - Tuesday 18 Feb, 6.30pm
Morning Star Honeybees - Wednesday 19 Feb, 6.30pm
Secondary School (Years 7 - 11) - Tuesday 25 Feb,
7pm

LIBRARY DAYS
Books are keys to wisdom treasure.
Books are gates to lands of pleasure.
Books are paths that upward lead.
Books are friends come, let us read.
Tuesday: Classes 3, 5, 6 and Prep.
Wednesday: Classes 1, 4 and 2.
Please remember to help your child(ren) pack their
library bag and book to return on their allocated day,
each week.

IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL...
INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE
DIPLOMA
Every new school year is important, whether it be the first
or the last, as it heralds a new stage in the life of a child
or adolescent. This year is of special significance to our
school as it marks the commencement of our IB Diploma
for our senior secondary students. Our Year 11 students
had a head start with their International Baccalaureate
Diploma studies at the close of last year as part of
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the Headstart program. They had already met all their
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teachers, received their textbooks and
been introduced
to their subjects. This preparation ensured a smooth
transition over the past couple of weeks. This is indeed a
momentous and exciting time in the life of the School and
our students, and the IB teaching staff look forward to
sharing the journey with you.

YEAR 9
The Year 9 students have returned to school from the
summer holiday full of anticipation for their year of
extensive outdoor education.
The Ecosystems and Human Culture main lesson is
designed to engage the students in the outdoor
experience and consider the impact that human societies
and culture have had on the environment.
The students are developing their sense of responsibility
in the environment, exploring concepts of enterprise and
increasing their physical strength and mental agility.
The next Main Lesson “Forces that shape the Earth” will
further connect them with the environment through exploring tectonic plates and earth strata.
(Year 9 students - Hiking on their first coastal camp for this term at Anglesea)

YEAR 8
Year 8 have been experiencing the rebirth of creativity
and thought in their Renaissance Main Lesson. They
have explored challenging perspectives through a study
of humanists and Machiavelli.
Students have been thrilled by the artistry and skill of the
Renaissance masters and have started the experience of
creating their own pieces of observational drawing.
They have welcomed having the new additions to the
secondary school, and are all looking forward to tackling
their Year 8 Projects.
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YEAR 7
Lately, Year 7 has been looking into the fall of Rome, the
chaos that followed involving the Barbarian tribes, and
the emergence of the Feudal system.
We have experienced the chaos of the Dark Ages with a
game involving ‘holdings’ (represented as field cones)
and children experimented with alliances and betrayal as
they tried to expand their ‘holdings’. After the game, we
established a feudal hierarchy and children who obtained
the most ‘holdings’ were crowned as monarchs. Using
counters, we then played out the process of taxation and
how the few on top were able to amass the majority of
the money.
In coming weeks, we will be looking into ordinary
medieval life as well as major events, such as 1066 and
the Norman Invasion.

ART - Term 1 in Rumbalara
As the school grows so does the Art Program, and this
year we have four different year levels involved in a
range of creative activities. All classes in our school
incorporate art-making in their daily teaching, but the
secondary art classes focus on developing technical
skills and visual ‘literacy’. Each activity is linked to an
overarching theme for the term that incorporates a range
of skills and concepts that are in accordance with the
teachings of Rudolf Steiner. The exception is the Year 11
art class that follows the curriculum prescribed by the
International Baccalaureate; stay tuned for more
information on this soon!
Year 7 are learning all about the elements of visual
design, unpacking the universal language of art. They
are creating a poster using the instrumental drawing
equipment and these new skills will be needed as they
move on to explore perspective drawing later this term.
The selected tasks address the student’s increasing
desire to draw naturalistically.
Drawing is central to art education and the Year 8
students have begun working their way through a series
of activities based on optical illusions.
Year 9 are being introduced to all the drawing styles so that they can experience the benefits and drawbacks of
each one and expand their repertoire of skills.
They will look to the Renaissance for inspiration, learning how famous artists used light and dark to great effect.

- Sue Plumb
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IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL...
CLASS 6
Class 6 have begun their year with our Geometry Lesson
discovering the practical principles and methods of
construction used by the early civilisations of
Mesopotamia, Egypt and Greece.
The students worked hard to find the perpendicular line
to create a perfect cross using their compass and ruler. It
wasn’t easy and they had to think outside the square!
We are now extending our bisections of circles to create
more and more complex patterns and the drawings are
beautiful.

CLASS 5
Class 5 have begun the year by diving into Australian
History as a prelude to our camp to Sovereign Hill.
Over these first few weeks we have focused on the
enormity of our countries 65,000 years of human history
and aimed to recognise our own very small place in this
passage of time.
We have been working on a timeline of events and have
heard of the first arrivals, discoveries of ancient rock art
and tools, Mungo Man, the arrival of the dingo and the
separation of Tasmania form the mainland.
In the weeks to come we will march forward in time to the
Victorian goldrush.
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CLASS 4
Class 4 are working on mapping their local surrounds for
their main lesson. The first task was to create a bird’s eye
view of the classroom. They had many discussions to
work out how they could fit the classroom into their main
lesson books. After measuring the room, the children
came up with various solutions to ‘shrink’ the room.
With teamwork and collaboration, the class came up with
many solutions to complete the task. After creating the
shape, they then added various items from the room and
then drew up a legend to identify these items and
structures.
Next we will be creating and planning out a treasure
map. What treasure will they hide? Where will it be
hidden? Lots of clues and instructions will help find the
treasure!

CLASS 3
Class 3 has started the year listening to stories from the
Old Testament. In the Creation Main Lesson, the
children have completed a painting each day for the
seven days of creation. Class 3 continue to hear many
stories from the Old Testament over the term, including
Adam and Eve, Noah's Arc and the story of Moses.
Over the coming weeks, we will also build on
our problem-solving skills in Maths, working on more
complex problems.

CLASS 2
Class 2 have started off the year with a Form Drawing
Main Lesson, listening to the tales of Finn McCuhal from
Ireland.
Students are learning to complete the mirror image of
simple forms, sowing the seeds for a Symmetry Main
Lesson later on.
We have also started our formal spelling program in
which we work on a particular spelling sound each week
- linking the words to our Main Lesson stories as much
as possible.
In maths practice lessons we are working on our maths
facts to 20 and the various strategies you can use to
work them out.
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Welcome to all the Class 1s and their families to the
‘Big School’. We have begun the formal learning journey
with Form Drawing.
Form Drawing introduces the children to bookwork and
honing fine motor skills. Before curved and straight lines
are drawn in books the children practice the forms by
walking, drawing with chalk on the basketball court, or
with sticks in the sandpit and with whole arm movements
in the air.
Other activities for the beginning of term have included
listening to and re-telling stories, learning counting
rhymes, playing games and singing songs.
Next week we will learn the alphabet through stories and pictures.

EARLY CHILDHOOD...
MORNING STAR
We have had a great start to 3 and 4-year-old Kinder this
term. We have new names for our groups, THE
HONEYBEES for the 3-year-old group and THE
ECHIDNAS for the 4-year-old group.
Despite the heat, we have had a lovely time in our new
beach sandpit, lots of water play to keep us cool. We are
learning new songs and stories about the beach and
really enjoying our new circle seat under the shady oak
tree. It is a cool, shady place to gather, do some craft and
sing songs.
Thank you to Paul (Anouk’s dad) for building it over the
holidays. The grass has almost grown enough around
our new slippery slide and will be ready to play on next week. Lots of adventures ahead.

ROSA MUNDI
The Rosa Mundi Prep Class has been feeling their way
into the new five-day rhythm and discovering which days
have their favourite activities and the times of lunch and
morning tea.
The children have especially enjoyed meeting Jo for
French, Lou for Craft and walking to the pool for
swimming lessons on Fridays.
Each day the children have appreciated the time given to
allow their bodies to rest and then stretch out on a walk
in the big school garden.
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The children have worked hard to learn where all of the
RSS
things go in the yard and room each Translate
day and the routine
of putting things away when playtime comes to an end.
We are looking forward to our first visit to Bindaree to
share our Morning Circle songs with the residents this
week.

TEACHER FEATURE

JOSHUA BYRNE
Year 7 Guardian & Secondary Teacher
Josh is our new Year 7 Guardian and Secondary Teacher. After graduating from Monash University Josh
spent two years teaching in London. During this time Josh became aware of the need to develop students’
attitude beyond the mere grade at the end of the year. He found ways to stretch the students’ learning beyond
the dot points of the mandated curriculum and to maximise the potential of every student in his class.
Josh is excited about being part of the team at Mansfield Steiner School, he enjoys the challenge of teaching
across multiple disciplines and is excited to participate in the Outdoor Programme. Josh explains “I
understand the huge potential that such a programme can have in the development of a student’s intellectual,
spiritual and physical wellbeing”.

PLAYGROUP
Playgroup sessions run every Monday 9.30-11.30am
with Taryn Baker. There will be one spot available each
week for a trial session (one session only), please
contact
Taryn
Baker
to
book
a
spot:
tarynb@mrssk.vic.edu.au.
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Following this session, if you are interested
Playgroup and the group is full, you will be added to a
waiting list.

PARENTS & FRIENDS - CRAFT GROUP
Craft group continues each Friday at 9.30am at Eileen's home 8
Links Rd, Mansfield.
All welcome and all skill levels catered for.
For enquiries please call Eileen: 0488 555 952

PONDERING STEINER
The Pondering Steiner reading group will gather on
Wednesday evening at 7.00pm for a 7.30pm start.
There is no requirement of reading aloud nor
homework. All welcome!
Shop 5, 12 High Street, Mansfield
Enquiries to: Janina 0421812881 or Taryn 5776 2174.

NOTES FROM THE OFFICE
CAMP, SPORTS AND EXCURSIONS FUND (CSEF)
The Camps, Sports and Excursions Fund (CSEF) provides payments for eligible students to attend activities like;
school camps or trips, swimming and school organised sports programs, outdoor education programs
AND excursions and incursions. Applications for 2020 are now open and will close at the end of Term 2. You can
apply if you are a family holding a valid means-tested concession card or are temporary foster parents. There are
two criteria that must be met, please visit the website HERE for all the details.
CONVEYANCE ALLOWANCE
In some locations in rural and regional Victoria, students are unable to access free school buses and schools must
assist eligible parents/carers to access the conveyance allowance to help with the costs of student travel to and
from school. Depending on how a student travels to school, a student may be granted a conveyance allowance if
they meet their eligibility criteria when they:
• attend their closest government or appropriate non-government school/campus located outside the
metropolitan conveyance boundary.
• reside 4.8km or more from that school/campus attended.
For more information please contact Sally - sallys@mrssk.vic.edu.au
PEANUT & NUT PRODUCTS
We have children at the school who have an anaphylactic response to nuts/peanuts, through both contact and

ingestion. The start of the year is a good time to remind parents that we discourage the inclusion on nuts/peanut
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products in student
lunch boxes. The school strongly discourages all students from sharingTranslate
snacks/lunches at
school. However, whilst we do all we can to reduce the risk of contamination, we cannot prevent that some
products “may” contain traces of nuts or be prepared in the same manufacturing process. Please clearly label
ingredients of any food sent to school events. Thank you for your cooperation and support in this matter.
PARENT RESOURCE PAGE UPDATE
The school's parent resource page is an important reference for all parents and will be regularly used to remind
parents of important policy information. Please note both our Risk Minimisation Strategies and Anaphylactic Shock
Management policy can now be found on our website HERE. In addition to this, the school is implementing new
school administration software to improve general communication for important items via a parent's portal. This will
be rolled out towards the end of Term 1.
ALL VISITORS TO THE SCHOOL including parent helpers must sign in at reception.
ALL VISITORS will receive a numbered visitor’s tag which is to be returned to reception at the time of signing out,
thank you. CHILD SAFE – Visitors to the school who do not have a current Working With Children check will be
escorted to the area of the campus concerning their visit.
ALL STUDENTS LEAVING EARLY OR ARRIVING LATE must also be signed in/out at reception. This allows staff
to be aware of who is on the school grounds if an emergency should occur.
2020 TERM DATES
Term 1: Tuesday 28 January Staff PD day
Wednesday 29 January students commence.
Last day of term: Friday 27 March – early departure time, 2 week holiday.
Term 2: Tuesday 14 April Staff PD day
Wednesday 15 April students commence.
Last day of term: Friday 19 June - normal departure time, 3 week holiday.
Term 3: Monday 13 July Staff PD day.
Tuesday 14 July students commence.
Last day of term Friday 18 September - early departure time, 2 week holiday.
Term 4: Monday 5 October Staff PD day.
Tuesday 6 October students commence.
Last day of term: Thursday 10 December - normal departure time, 6 week holiday.
2020 SCHOOL FEE SCHEDULE
Is now available on the school website together with payment plan options - see here.
CAR PARK
Please park in the parking bays not along side of the drive and NOT IN THE TURNING CIRCLES as this stops the
flow of traffic for other vehicles particularly large delivery vans. Please do not park in the turning circles when
dropping off or collecting your child from kinder. Move your vehicle very slowly. Be alert for children – remember
the younger they are, the less predictable they are and the harder they are to see. Parents, please watch your
children. Make sure they walk along the path – and not through the driveway
SCHOOL ENTRY: TRAFFIC FLOW
Please follow the traffic directions at front of school. Entry to the school is one way. Departure from the school is a
left turn onto the service road, thank you.
THE GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE (GC) meet on the Fourth Monday of each month, 6.30pm in the staff room.
President – Sarah Lieber
Vice President – John Bowen
Treasurer – Tim Ross
Secretary – Scott Ersvaer
Catherine Yencken, Andy Stokes, Rosemary Brennan
For further news and information please follow the links below...
PARENT RESOURCE PAGE
STUDENT MOBILE PHONES
SUNSCREEN
PRESCHOOL & SCHOOL FAMILIES
ALL VISITORS TO THE SCHOOL

ALL VISITORS - CHILD SAFE
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ALL STUDENTS
LEAVING
ALL PARENT HELPERS AT THE KINDERGARTEN AND SCHOOL MUST HAVE A WORKING WITH CHILDREN
CARD
STUDENT DROP OFF
DO NOT PARK IN THE TURNING CIRCLES
SUSTAINABILITY IN OUR SCHOOL
OUR MUSIC PROGRAM
SCHOOL POLICIES and PROCEDURES
THE SCHOOL GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
SCHOOL LEADERSHIP TEAM
STAFF SCHOOL EMAIL ADDRESSES

COMMUNITY NOTICES...
Hey All
We’re currently renting in Bonnie Doon & need to move as our lease ends in May. We can move anytime
between now & May. We would like to move closer to Mansfield if possible. 3+ bedroom house needed.
Please let me know if you hear of anything suitable?
Thanks in advance.
Excellent references available.
Cheers Kirsty Diepeveen
hkd6@bigpond.com
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